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Investigations of singlet and triplet diffusion in thermally activated delayed-fluorescence emitters:
Implications for hyperfluorescence
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Exciton transport is particularly intriguing in molecules with intramolecular charge-transfer states that show
thermally-activated delayed fluorescence (such as 4CzBN), as in these cases it is defined by multiple cycles
through singlet and triplet spin configurations that have significantly different transport properties. Thus, the
overall exciton transport has contributions from both the singlet and triplet exciton diffusion. Herein, we
investigate with Monte Carlo simulations how the singlet and triplet diffusion lengths can be experimentally
established for this unique class of molecules. We then consider how the efficiency of diffusive transfer to a
fluorescence acceptor (hyperfluorescence) is affected by modifications of the triplet and singlet transfer rates.
Importantly, we theoretically predict that high-efficiency hyperfluorescence can be achieved in an active layer by
ensuring that triplet transport between thermally-activated delayed fluorescence molecules is poor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In an organic light-emitting diode (OLED), three out of
four charge recombination events lead to triplet excitons [1].
Therefore, to be efficient, OLEDs must integrate these triplet
excitons into the light-emitting process. One strategy is the
use of phosphorescent dopants. These, often utilizing heavy-
metal atoms (mainly iridium metal complexes), enhance the
spin-orbit coupling and thereby the intermixing of singlet
and triplet states. In turn this increases the quantum yield of
radiative intersystem crossing (ISC). Phosphorescent OLEDs
can reach internal quantum efficiencies of close to 100% via
emission from the triplet state (since the electrically generated
singlet states transition quickly into the lower-lying triplet
state as a consequence of high ISC rates) [2,3]. However,
the reliance on phosphorescence-based emission for light-
emitting devices has some undesirable aspects. Beyond the
commercial challenge of the relatively high cost of the iridium
complexes, technical challenges include the insufficient sta-
bility of blue-emitting phosphorescent OLEDs for commer-
cial applications and the relatively broad emission spectra of
phosphorescent emitters [4–6].

A second strategy to harvest triplet excitons, developed
extensively in the past few years, is to employ molecules
in which the energetic splitting between the singlet and
triplet levels is sufficiently small to allow efficient thermal
transfer of population from the triplet to the singlet state at
room temperature [7–9]. The design paradigm for creating
molecules with such small singlet-triplet splitting that main-
tain good oscillator strengths for emission is to synthesize
compact molecules that nonetheless have negligible high-
est occupied molecular orbital–lowest unoccupied molecular
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orbital (HOMO-LUMO) overlap [10–12]. It remains to be
seen whether this interesting class of thermally-activated de-
layed fluorescence (TADF) molecules will manage to displace
phosphorescent emitters in OLED stacks, but the concept of
“hyperfluorescence” may be critical in helping them to do so.

Hyperfluorescence entails the transfer of energy from the
TADF molecules to the singlet state of a fluorescent emit-
ter dopant. By reducing both the emission bandwidth and
the excited-state lifetime, this strategy should increase the
value and stability of TADF molecules in OLED applications
[13]. We note that an analogous approach has also been
considered for phosphorescent dopants [14]. However, the
goal of achieving efficient hyperfluorescence in active layers
including TADF molecules opens interesting novel questions
with regard to the transport of excited states between TADF
molecules. Excitons created on TADF dopants must diffuse
between TADF molecules until they can be transferred to a
fluorescent emitter. The diffusion between TADF molecules
may take place when the excited state is in the singlet or
in the triplet spin configuration. The transfer rates will vary
significantly based on the current spin configuration. Also, the
last transfer to the fluorescent molecule could occur from the
singlet state (wanted) or triplet state (unwanted). These excita-
tion, transport, and recombination pathways are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1.

In this paper, we first develop a Monte Carlo (MC) sim-
ulation to study how the singlet and triplet diffusion lengths
for TADF molecules can be obtained from experimental data.
Second, we show that singlet and triplet diffusion lengths can
be determined from Stern-Volmer-type analysis of the prompt
and delayed fluorescence quenching or from an analytic fit we
develop of the total fluorescence quenching (if the prompt and
delayed lifetimes of the unquenched molecule are known).
This moves beyond the excellent initial work of Menke and
Holmes, who needed to use a calculated singlet diffusion
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FIG. 1. Schematic of exciton motion in a TADF-based device.
Singlets can migrate by Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) be-
tween adjacent TADF molecules and fluorescent dopants (F dopants)
or undergo intersystem crossing (ISC) to a triplet state. Triplets either
migrate by Dexter-type energy transfer (DET) between neighboring
TADF molecules and F dopants (loss mechanism) or reverse inter-
system cross into a singlet state (RISC).

length in order to separate the measured total diffusion length
into singlet and triplet contributions [15]. Finally, we con-
sider how the efficiency of hyperfluorescence is affected by
various possible combinations of singlet and triplet transfer
rates. We find that poor triplet transport between the TADF
molecules can ensure efficient hyperfluorescence, even when
the fluorescent dopant is not protected by a blocking sheath.
Given the orthogonal nature of the HOMO and LUMO in
TADF molecules, it may well be possible to purposefully
suppress triplet transport by designing structures to exclude
the concurrent HOMO-HOMO and LUMO-LUMO overlap
between adjacent molecules needed for the dual-electron-
exchange-based triplet transfer. As a further remark, we want
to emphasize that we limit our study to TADF molecules with
intramolecular charge-transfer states such as 2, 3, 5, 6-tetra
(9H-carbazol-9-yl)benzonitrile (4CzBN). Also, no higher-
order effects like triplet-triplet annihilation are considered
in this publication, and therefore, the suggested experiments
have to be conducted at low enough excitation densities to
prevent second-order effects.

II. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

Monte Carlo simulations are well suited to investigating
transport phenomena in organic semiconductors [16–18]. We
simulated hyperfluorescent systems composed of TADF sen-
sitizers and fluorescent emitters embedded in an inert host
matrix. All molecules are placed on a square lattice with
constant separation (for the purposes of this study we choose
the separation to be 1 nm, but this choice is not important
as the simulation is scalable). We consider that all molecules
of the same type are isoenergetic. Hopping rates ξi j are deter-
mined using the Förster and Dexter theory of energy transfer.
For singlets moving by Förster resonant energy transfer, the
rate ξi j is given by [19]

ξi j = ks

(
R0

i j

di j

)6

, (1)

where ks is the singlet decay rate, R0
i j is the Förster resonant

energy transfer (FRET) radius, and di j is the separation of the
two sites involved in the transfer. The FRET radius can take
on two values, depending on whether the transfer involves two
TADF molecules or a TADF and an emitter molecule. For
triplet and singlet Dexter-type transport, the transfer rates are
calculated using the following equation [20]:

ξi j = KJDe− 2di j
L , (2)

where L stands for the effective Bohr radius, JD is the normal-
ized spectral overlap integral, and K is related to the specific
orbital interaction.

An excited state is introduced to the matrix, and two
random numbers are generated to determine its lifetime (based
on the exponential lifetime distribution of the state) and how
the excited state will decay [i.e., radiative, nonradiative, ISC,
or reverse intersystem crossing (RISC)]. The excited state then
propagates through the matrix by hopping, as described below,
until its lifetime is reached. If ISC occurs, new random num-
bers are selected for the decay mechanism and the lifetime
of the new spin state. This continues until the excited state
decays. At this time the root-mean-square displacement of
the excited state is recorded and added to a histogram. An
event is also recorded at this time in a histogram tracking
the number of excited states that have left the system. Also,
if the exciton undergoes radiative recombination, the counter
for emitted photons is increased by one. By dividing this last
counter by the total number of excited states (sequentially)
introduced to the system, the photoluminescence quantum
yield (PLQY) can be found. Additional histograms are also
kept for generality but are not necessary for the following
application.

The MC step of our simulation is based on the direct
method of Gillespie [21], briefly discussed in the following.
In this method, first, a list of all possible hopping rates ξi j

from the current position i to neighboring TADF and acceptor
molecules j is determined. Second, two random numbers, X1

and X2, are drawn from the uniform distribution in the unit
interval, and a hop with rate ξik is selected by the first random
number:

k−1∑
j=1

ξi j < X1

jmax∑
j=1

ξi j �
k∑

j=1

ξi j . (3)

The second random number is used to calculate the waiting
time �t for this hop, using inverse transform sampling:

�t = − ln(X2)∑ jmax
i=1 ξi j

. (4)

In order to decrease the runtime of the simulation, the search
for new hops to TADF molecules is stopped once the rate
of the last added hop is less than 1% of the first (fastest)
rate. The simulation is written to include in addition to the
matrix and TADF molecules three types of acceptors: (1)
charge-transfer quenchers to which the singlet and triplet
states hop with the same rate (one exponentially decaying
with distance), (2) triplet-only quenchers with the first excited
singlet state above and the triplet state below those of the
TADF molecules, where only the triplet state can transfer
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(via a Dexter mechanism), and (3) fluorescence acceptors to
which singlet excitons can transfer by FRET and triplet states
can transfer by Dexter transfer. An overview of the different
types of molecules used in the simulation is given in Fig. 2,
where the relative positions of the first excited states with
reference to the TADF molecule are schematically shown.
During a simulation, a list of all acceptor positions is kept, and
hopping rates to acceptors are also added until the last rate
added is less than 1% of the fastest rate to a TADF dopant.
Rates to TADF dopants are searched by scanning over adja-
cent lattice positions, while FRET rates to emitter molecules
are found by a loop over all by distance-sorted acceptor
positions.

In order to verify the results of the MC simulation, we
have compared it with analytic solutions for two specific
cases of the reaction-diffusion equation of the system under
study. Full details regarding the analytic solutions to these
two cases and their agreement with the MC findings are
shown in the Supplemental Material [22]. Interestingly, one
specific case that we examine is the steady-state solution
for the problem of constant generation of singlet excitons
at the origin as the boundary condition. Experimentally, this
would be equivalent to generating excitons with an infinitely
tightly focused continuous-wave optical source and observ-
ing the concentration of the excited states as a function of
radius from this origin. The uniqueness of the diffusion in
TADF films, wherein transport happens in both the singlet
and triplet states, is clearly visible in this test case. The
excited-state profiles cannot be described by the diffusion of a
single state with an “average” diffusion constant. To correctly
describe such a system, full consideration of both singlet
and triplet states with their associated diffusion constants is
necessary.

In the following, all decay rates (ks
r , ks

nr, kISC, kt
r, kt

nr,
and kRISC) have been selected in accordance with one of
the benchmark TADF molecules, 4CzBN [7]. We will now
use the MC approach to simulate experimentally observable
data and ascertain whether, and in what cases, singlet and
triplet diffusion lengths can be independently established from
experimental data.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the alignment of energy levels of the dif-
ferent molecules used in the simulations. The different depicted
energy levels are the first excited singlet (S1), the first triplet (T1),
and a charge-transfer state (CT). The charge-transfer quencher (Q1)
and the triplet-only quencher (Q2) are used in the simulations of
Stern-Volmer analyses in Secs. III A and III B, respectively, while
the hyperfluorescence acceptor (HFA) is used for the simulation of a
hyperfluorescent system in Sec. IV.

III. DETERMINATION OF SINGLET AND TRIPLET
DIFFUSION LENGTHS

Common approaches to extract exciton diffusion lengths
in organic semiconductors include (1) luminescence quench-
ing experiments using either molecular mixtures or bilayer
structures [23–28] and (2) observing the rates of second-
order exciton-exciton annihilation processes [29,30]. We will
consider the first approach herein. The only direct study of
exciton transport by TADF molecules of which we are aware
was conducted by Menke and Holmes using the approach
of thickness-dependent photoluminescence (PL) quenching
experiments [15]. These experiments allowed the total dif-
fusion length to be extracted from fitting the dependence of
the PL quenching on the thickness of a TADF film on top of
a quenching surface. The square of the total diffusion length
(like that experimentally determined by Menke and Holmes)
contains contributions of the individual diffusion lengths of
the singlets and the triplets:

L =
√

6n

(
Ds

ks
+ Dt

kt
φISC

)
, (5)

where n = ∑∞
m=0(φISCφRISC)m is the average number of

passes through the singlet state and φRISC and φISC are the
RISC and ISC crossing efficiencies, respectively. With two
unknowns and only one equation, Menke and Holmes sepa-
rated the measured total diffusion length into the singlet and
triplet diffusion lengths by using Förster theory to provide a
calculated estimate of the singlet diffusion length.

Herein, we consider whether time-resolved measurements
of the PL quenching using the Stern-Volmer approach of
molecularly dispersed quenchers are sufficient to experimen-
tally determine both the singlet and triplet diffusion lengths in-
dependently. For this, we performed simulations in which (1)
charge-transfer quenchers and (2) triplet quenchers were ran-
domly distributed with varying concentrations ranging from
0% to 5% relative to the TADF molecules. Eighty percent
of the lattice positions were selected to be matrix molecules,
which is a typical TADF doping concentration in the host for
OLED devices. The singlet and triplet decay and ISC rates
were set to the values of the TADF molecule 4CzBN. The
transfer rate to an adjacent acceptor was chosen to be one
order of magnitude higher than the rate of singlet transfer to
an adjacent TADF molecule. We choose reasonable nearest-
neighbor singlet transfer rates of 40.8 ns−1, corresponding
to a Förster radius of 2 nm [31]. In the simulations below,
the diffusion length of the singlets can be established by
tracking the root-mean-square displacement of the singlet
states within their lifetime; averaging over 5 × 104 simulated
excitons, these parameters lead to the singlet diffusion length
of 18.1 nm. We note that this is the total singlet diffusion
length, including the motion of singlets regenerated from the
triplet state. The singlet diffusion length in the initial prompt
lifetime is only 7.4 nm, comparable to standard singlet diffu-
sion lengths in organic materials [32,33]. In all simulations,
these singlet transfer kinetics (and hence the singlet diffusion
length) are held constant. We vary the triplet transfer rates
in a reasonable range from 0 to 2.1 ns−1, consistent with
typical triplet transfer rates found in the literature [15]. Again,
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5 × 104 simulated excitons for each rate establish that triplet
diffusion length varies from 0 to 50.4 nm (established by
tracking the root-mean-square displacement made while in the
triplet state). We now consider whether these known diffusion
lengths can be accurately established from experimentally
accessible data.

We recreate the experimentally accessible quantities of the
prompt emission, delayed emission, and the total emission.
These quantities can be measured easily using appropriate
gate delays and width on an intensified charge-coupled de-
vice or steady-state measurements with and without a triplet
quencher (like oxygen). In the following, we use the MC
simulation to track the number of photons emitted (normal-
ized to the total number of injected exciton iterations) in the
prompt emission (i.e., from the singlet state before ISC) and
the delayed emission (i.e., from a recreated singlet state that
has been in the triplet manifold at least once) as a function
of the quencher concentration. P0 and D0 will refer to the
unquenched values for the prompt and delayed emissions,
whereas P and D are the prompt and delayed emissions at a
given quencher concentration.

A. Stern-Volmer analysis based on charge-transfer quenchers

In this section, we establish to what extent a charge-transfer
acceptor (compare Q1 in Fig. 2), quenching both singlets and
triplet excitons with similar rates, can be used to determine
both diffusion lengths. For this type of quencher a Stern-
Volmer plot for the prompt quenching is directly accessible
from the “raw” data. We also show how a Stern-Volmer plot
for exclusively the delayed emission can be obtained once
the prompt quenching curve is known. We then consider
when and how the singlet and triplet diffusion lengths can be
independently ascertained from the analysis of these Stern-
Volmer plots. The most intuitive experiment to extract the
singlet diffusion length is to analyze the prompt Stern-Volmer
plot. The quenching of the prompt emission is exclusively
due to singlet motion, so it should be possible to extract the
singlet diffusion length from the prompt Stern-Volmer plot
in exactly the normal fashion. The triplet diffusion length
should have no effect on the prompt quenching. In Fig. 3 the

FIG. 3. Stern-Volmer plot based on the prompt PL. Here, P0 is
the unquenched PL intensity, and P is the quenched PL intensity.

simulated Stern-Volmer plot for the prompt PL is shown, with
the different symbols representing quencher concentration
simulation runs for the various triplet diffusion lengths. As
expected, all data points lie on a straight line in accordance
with the Stern-Volmer equation:

KP[Q] = P0

P
− 1. (6)

Here, [Q] is the quencher concentration, and KP is the
Stern-Volmer constant of the prompt fluorescence. Employing
the Smoluchowski equation, the following relation between
the Stern-Volmer constant and the diffusion length can be
derived [23]:

L =
√

6K

4πR
, (7)

where R is the interaction radius and τ0 is the unquenched
exciton lifetime. Here, the assumption is made that once an
exciton comes within the interaction radius of the quencher, it
is immediately (with 100% probability) quenched. To analyze
the Stern-Volmer plot, we first determine the interaction radius
of 1.2 nm by using the static quenching of the excitons as
further described in the Supplemental Material [22]. With
respect to the estimation of the interaction radius, we note that
this is an approximation, as the interaction radius actually is
slightly dependent on rate of singlet transfer. However, as we
will see, this small uncertainty in the interaction radius does
not prohibit the extraction of meaningful diffusion lengths
and makes very little difference when the rate of transfer to
the quencher is very high. In terms of guiding experiments,
this indicates that the use of a strong charge-transfer quencher
where electron transfer rates can be extremely fast (such as a
fullerene derivative [34]) is sufficient to allow the extraction
of valid diffusion lengths with this approach.

In order to extract the triplet diffusion length, a Stern-
Volmer plot based on the delayed fluorescence can be used.
However, in order to do this, the raw data on the quenching
of the delayed fluorescence must be slightly processed as it
is influenced by (1) the amount of quenching of the prompt
fluorescence, (2) the motion of singlet excitons regenerated
after one (or more) cycle(s) through the triplet state, and (3)
the triplet motion itself (considering all the cycles through the
triplet state).

Figure 4(a) shows the Stern-Volmer plot based on the raw
quenching of the delayed fluorescence. A clear difference
in the quenching behavior and a monotone dependence on
the triplet diffusion length are observed. Figure 4(a) further
highlights that the raw delayed Stern-Volmer plots do not
follow straight lines. The curvature is the most pronounced
with the higher triplet diffusion lengths, but we note that
the lines are not straight even in the case without triplet
motion. There are two distinct reasons for this behavior that
will be discussed in the following. First, the amount of
delayed fluorescence is also directly affected by the quenching
of the prompt fluorescence. When more excitons are lost
already during the prompt lifetime, fewer ever make it into
the delayed time window. This makes it necessary to apply
the following correction. The amount of delayed fluorescence
as a function of acceptor concentration is reduced by a factor
P/P0 which is equal to 1 minus the quenching efficiency of
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FIG. 4. Stern-Volmer plot based on the delayed PLQY. Here, P0

and D0 are the unquenched prompt and delayed PL intensities, and
P and D the quenched prompt and delayed PL intensities, respec-
tively. (a) shows the Stern-Volmer plot based on the raw delayed
fluorescence data. In (b) D0 is corrected for the quenching of the
prompt fluorescence, leading to a reduced ISC efficiency. In (c) the
Stern-Volmer plot has been further corrected for quenching due to
singlet motion in order to yield a slope directly proportional to L2

t . In
(a) the lines are guides for the eye, while in (b) and (c) linear fits are
shown.

the prompt fluorescence. Therefore, D0 becomes a function of
acceptor concentration in the delayed Stern-Volmer plot, and
the equation must first be corrected to

KD([Q]) = P

P0

D0

D
− 1, (8)

with the delayed Stern-Volmer constant KD. Figure 4(b) shows
the so-corrected Stern-Volmer plot. Now, each data set cor-
responding to a certain triplet diffusion length is close to a
straight line. But one sees that even in the absence of triplet

motion, this “line” has a nonzero slope. This is due to the
recreation of singlets and their diffusion within the delayed
time range. As a side note, we emphasize that at this point
straight lines may not be obtained, especially for high accep-
tor concentrations, for a reason further elaborated below. A
second note in this regard is that the quenching rate of singlet
states for nearest-neighbor positions should be high in com-
parison to kISC (as it is in our simulations); otherwise, triplets
could be formed next to a quencher, and a “static” quenching
component could be added to the delayed Stern-Volmer plot.
This would also introduce a curvature to the delayed Stern-
Volmer plot but should be possible to avoid in real experi-
ments as it is in our simulations by using a strong quencher.

The contribution of singlets to the quenching of the delayed
fluorescence can be subtracted out using nφRISCKP[Q] since
the influence of singlet and triplet diffusion on KD based on
Eqs. (5) and (7) is given by

KD[Q] = (4πRsDsτs︸ ︷︷ ︸
=KP

nφRISC + 4πRt Dtτtn︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Kt

)[Q]. (9)

The delayed quenching due only to triplet motion is shown in
Fig. 4(c). This is corrected for both the prompt quenching and
the portion of the delayed quenching due to singlet motion.
Theoretically, the slope should be zero in the case that the
triplet diffusion length is zero. However, we see that in the
case of zero triplet diffusion length there is a small negative
slope. This artifact is the result of two effects, both of which
should also be present in experimental data. First, singlet
states regenerated during the delayed lifetime actually have a
lower probability to reach a quencher than a singlet generated
by photoexcitation. This is because the regenerated singlets
are not created with a spatially uniform density like those
created by absorption events, but rather at positions which
are, on average, farther away from the next quencher (due
to the quenching within the prompt lifetime). Second, the
singlet motion is quite likely subdiffusive, i.e., the mean-
square displacement increases slightly sublinearly with time.
At low TADF concentrations, the subdiffusion can be caused
by the limited size of the percolation network in which the
excited state can move. At 80% matrix concentration the
diffusion process is not strictly governed by Fick’s second
law but is subdiffusive with α = 0.98. This effect is further
discussed in the Supplemental Material and would be more
severe for smaller FRET radii and lower TADF concentrations
[22]. In real experiments, the energetic disorder is also likely
to contribute to a slowing of the excited-state motion with
time. Irrespective of the cause of the negative slope, we will
see in the following that this prevents the accurate estimation
of triplet diffusion lengths when the triplet diffusion length is
less than roughly half of the singlet diffusion length.

As an aside, we note that instead of analyzing the Stern-
Volmer plots for the prompt and delayed fluorescence sep-
arately, it is also possible to analyze the Stern-Volmer plot
obtained for the quenching of the total luminescence. This is,
of course, very easily experimentally accessible, as it requires
only the steady-state PL to be measured. Equations (6) and (8)
can be solved for P and D, respectively. These values can be
inserted into y([Q]) = (D0 + P0)/(D + P) − 1 to yield a fit
function for the Stern-Volmer plot of the total (steady-state)
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FIG. 5. Stern-Volmer plot based on the steady-state PLQY. The
dashed lines correspond to fits based on Eqs. (9) and (10), where Kt

was the only free parameter.

luminescence quenching:

y1([Q]) = (D0 + P0)(KD[Q] + 1)(KP[Q] + 1)

D0 + P0(KD[Q] + 1)
− 1. (10)

It is now possible to insert Eq. (9) into Eq. (10) and fit to
the Stern-Volmer plots based on the overall fluorescence with
Kt being the only free parameter, while all other parameters
can be kept constant and determined by separate experiments.
In Fig. 5 the corresponding fits are shown. The extracted Kt

lead to triplet diffusion lengths that are identical to the values
extracted from the delayed fluorescence.

In Fig. 6 all extracted diffusion lengths are shown and
compared to the true values, which are determined by
tracking the mean-square displacement of the simulated ex-
citons. For the singlet diffusion length, very good agreement,

FIG. 6. Extracted diffusion length of singlet and triplet excitons
by Stern-Volmer plots based on prompt, delayed, and overall flu-
orescence. The diffusion length of the singlets was determined by
using the data in Fig. 3. For the triplets the diffusion length has
been extracted by using Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) (yellow and red triangles,
respectively) as well as by using Eq. (5) together with the data in
Fig. 5 (black triangles).

FIG. 7. Stern-Volmer plot based on the delayed PL quenching
by a triplet-only quencher. The dashed lines correspond to linear fits
used for the extraction of K∗

t .

with deviations well below 5%, can be achieved by analyzing
the prompt Stern-Volmer plot. In the case of the triplet dif-
fusion length, good results can be obtained if the diffusion
length is bigger than about 50% of the singlet diffusion
length. In this regime, the deviation between the real and
extracted values is below 10%. For Lt � Ls the correction
of singlet motion in the delayed Stern-Volmer plot leads to
slopes KD close to zero, and small measurement errors of
prompt and delayed fluorescence will therefore have a big
impact on the determined diffusion length. In our case the
slopes are negative for triplet diffusion length smaller 10 nm,
which would lead to nonphysical (complex) results of the
triplet diffusion length. Therefore, we conclude that as long
as the triplet diffusion length is larger than roughly half of the
singlet diffusion lengths, both quantities can be obtained with
good accuracy by appropriate analysis of the luminescence
quenching in the presence of a strong electron acceptor.

B. Stern-Volmer analysis based on triplet-only quenchers

In this section, we investigate whether a more accurate
estimation of the triplet diffusion length can be obtained in
the case of small triplet diffusion lengths when triplet-only
quenchers are used rather than charge-transfer quenchers.
Rather than quenching both singlets and triplets (like charge-
transfer quenchers), the triplet-only quenchers do not affect
the singlet population and quench only the triplets. Therefore,
the prompt fluorescence is not quenched at all, but the de-
layed fluorescence is. As triplet-only quenchers, organic small
molecules can be employed with the singlet level above and
triplet level below the ones of the TADF molecule (compare
Fig. 2); in the case of 4CzBN anthracene would be a good
candidate.

The Stern-Volmer plot for the quenching of the delayed
fluorescence for a triplet-only quencher is shown in Fig. 7.
With the triplet-only quenchers, there is a slight positive
slope to the Stern-Volmer plot even when the triplet diffusion
length is zero. In this case, this is due to the motion during
regenerated singlet lifetimes. Motion during a phase in the
singlet state can cause a triplet to be reformed close enough to
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a triplet quencher that it can be quenched as soon as the triplet
is reformed. This leads to a constant overestimation of the
triplet diffusion length (in our case by about 3 nm). Therefore,
even turning to triplet-only quenchers, a trivial determination
of small triplet diffusion lengths is not possible.

However, in the following we suggest two different meth-
ods to find and subtract this offset in order to allow the
accurate determination of a small triplet diffusion length.

A first strategy relies on the different distance dependences
of the transfer rates of singlet and triplet states. When the
TADF molecules are dilute in the matrix (i.e., <5%), the
triplet state becomes nearly immobile, while the mobility of
the singlet state is less affected. This is especially true for
the so far problematic cases of short triplet and long singlet
diffusion lengths. Thus, the contribution of the quenching due
to singlet motion can be established in a highly diluted sample
and can then be subtracted from the total quenching in the
sample with a higher TADF concentration. This leaves only
the contribution to the quenching due to triplet motion and
is illustrated in Fig. 8. Here, the green triangles represent the
extracted diffusion length after subtraction of the quenching
of a simulation with 98% to 99% matrix molecules. It can
be seen that the extracted triplet diffusion lengths are then
correct, even for low triplet mobility.

A second strategy would be to first accurately deter-
mine the singlet diffusion length (i.e., by using the prompt
quenching of a charge-transfer acceptor). Then the offset can
be determined by a MC simulation using the given singlet
diffusion length and a triplet diffusion length of zero. Once
this offset is calculated, it can be subtracted from the experi-
mentally determined value.

Like in the previous section, it is not necessary to time
resolve the emission for the whole quencher concentration
series. Once the unquenched prompt and delayed emissions,
P0 and D0, are known, then the Stern-Volmer plot for the total
quenching (Fig. 9) can be fit by Eq. (11), and values for the
diffusion length are extracted that are identical to those based
on the analysis of only the delayed emission:

y2([Q]) = D0K∗
t [Q]

D0 + P0(K∗
t [Q] + 1)

. (11)

FIG. 8. Extracted diffusion length of triplet excitons by Stern-
Volmer plots based on delayed and overall fluorescence.

FIG. 9. Stern-Volmer plot based on the steady-state PL quench-
ing by a triplet-only quencher. The dashed lines correspond to fits
based on Eq. (11), where K∗

t was the only free parameter.

Thus, by using triplet-only quenchers it should be possible
to determine the triplet diffusion length, even when the triplet
diffusion length is low. However, to do this one must first
establish the singlet diffusion length. Therefore, we suggest
using a strong charge-transfer acceptor [such as phenyl-C61-
butyric acid methyl ester] in the first instance to determine
the singlet diffusion length and the triplet diffusion length in
cases where the triplet diffusion length is equal to or longer
than that of the singlet. If the triplet diffusion length is short
compared to that of the singlet, analysis with a triplet-only
quencher could be of value. As discussed in the next section,
the information about whether the triplet diffusion is poor
compared to the singlet (certainly obtainable from the charge-
transfer acceptor data) is already an interesting finding.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR HYPERFLUORESCENT DEVICES

Finally, we briefly consider (with MC simulations) how
singlet and triplet diffusions affect the efficiency of hyperflu-
orescence. We consider the efficiency of transfer to a fluo-
rescent emitter of excitons created on TADF molecules (with
75% probability to be in the triplet state and 25% probability
to be in the singlet state to mimic electrical excitation). As the
concentration of fluorescent acceptors must be kept low, most
excitons created on the TADF will have to diffuse between
TADF molecules in order to reach a fluorescent acceptor.
Once a fluorescent acceptor is neared, the exciton can transfer
by FRET if it is in the singlet state or by Dexter transfer if it is
in the triplet state. The former process is desired and results in
an emissive singlet state on the fluorescent acceptor. The latter
process is undesired and leads to a terminal loss mechanism
in the creation of a triplet state on the fluorescent acceptor.
Naturally, the range of the FRET transfer is longer than that
of the Dexter transfer. Fluorescent acceptors encased in a
shielding sheath of inert side chains to keep TADF molecules
far enough away to selectively suppress the Dexter transfer
may possibly be developed; however, current generations of
fluorescent acceptors lack this protection.
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FIG. 10. Singlet harvesting efficiency of the emitter as a function
of acceptor concentration relative to the donor concentration. Red
data points correspond to sterically protected emitters, to allow only
singlet states to transfer to the emitter via a long-range FRET hop,
while blue data points correspond to unprotected emitters. In both
cases a set of different triplet diffusion lengths is shown, while the
singlet diffusion length is kept constant at 18.1 nm. The plotted lines
are guides for the eye.

This raises the question, Is triplet transport in the TADF
molecules desirable? On the one hand, the improved diffusion
could help excitons reach the fluorescent acceptor molecules.
On the other hand, it makes it more likely for the fluorescent
acceptor to be neared when the exciton is in the triplet state,
leading to terminal loss due to Dexter transfer to the acceptor.

In Fig. 10, the efficiency with which TADF excitons are
harvested onto the singlet state of the fluorescent acceptor is
shown. The y axis represents the fraction of the total injected
excitons that end up in the singlet state of the fluorescent
acceptor. We simulate both unprotected and sterically pro-
tected fluorescent acceptors (those that allow and suppress
Dexter transfer from nearby TADF molecules) and the variety
of different triplet diffusion lengths for the TADF molecule.
For this simulation two new parameters in comparison to the
simulations in Sec. III need to be introduced, namely, the
Förster radius between TADF and acceptor molecules (set to
3.3 nm) and the radius of the protective shell surrounding the
acceptors (set to 1.75 nm).

The best performance is achieved by the sterically pro-
tected emitters, with 90% of the excitons created on the TADF
molecules feeding into the singlet of the fluorescent acceptor
at acceptor concentrations of around 5%. Interestingly, for the
unprotected molecules, triplet transport has a strongly dele-
terious effect on the harvesting efficiency. When the triplet
diffusion length is comparable to the singlet diffusion length,
only 20% of the initial TADF excitons can be usefully har-
vested by the fluorescent emitter. However, if triplet transport

between the TADF molecules can be suppressed, then 80%
harvesting can be achieved. Interestingly, this work reveals
that there are two pathways towards reaching high-efficiency
hyperfluorescence. The first is to suppress triplet transfer to
the fluorescent acceptors by developing appropriate steric
protection. However, a second pathway, which is nearly as
efficient, is to suppress the motion of triplets between TADF
molecules. Given that triplet transfer requires the concurrent
overlap of both HOMOs and LUMOs between two adjacent
molecules and given that the HOMOs and LUMOs of TADF
molecules can be quite spatially separated, it is possible that it
may not be too challenging to develop TADF molecules with
short triplet diffusion lengths. Indeed, for some existing TADF
materials it is likely that although the overlap of one frontier
orbital between adjacent molecules is good, the overlap for
the other frontier orbital is poor. This would mean some
existing TADF molecules may already have limited triplet mo-
bility, making them of special interest for hyperfluorescence
applications.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using simple MC simulations, we have examined how
singlet and triplet diffusion lengths for TADF molecules can
be determined from concentration-dependent quenching ex-
periments. Our results suggest that the singlet and triplet diffu-
sion lengths can be independently and accurately determined
using charge-transfer quenchers as long as the triplet diffusion
length is at least half of the singlet diffusion length. For shorter
triplet diffusion lengths, moving to triplet-only quenchers
may be sufficient to allow accurate determination. Finally, we
suggest that the restriction of triplet motion is actually quite
appealing for enabling efficient hyperfluorescence in OLED
devices in the absence of specially designed FRET acceptors
that use steric protection to hinder their acceptance of triplet
states. Therefore, we suggest that TADF molecules should
be sought in which the triplet diffusion length is negligible
compared with the singlet diffusion length. Experimentally,
this could be established with the analysis we show of the
charge-transfer quenching of the prompt and delayed fluo-
rescence. Namely, a zero slope (or, even better, negative) on
the modified Stern-Volmer plot of the delayed fluorescence
is desirable as it indicates that the triplet diffusion length
is negligible with respect to that of the singlet. In sum-
mary, these results both motivate and aid further experimental
investigation of the interesting exciton transport properties of
TADF materials.
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